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The opportunity to activate C(sp3) H bonds via homolytic
cleavage by means of halogen radicals has long been
disregarded in synthetic endeavors due to the unpredictable
selectivity. Nowadays, photocatalysis has established itself as a
method of choice for the generation of such reactive
intermediates under mild conditions. This Minireview collects
recent examples showcasing how photocatalytic manifolds

have been used to tame aggressive halogen radicals to activate
C(sp3) H bonds via Hydrogen Atom Transfer (HAT) for synthetic
purposes. In the last section of this work, we address siteselectivity issues posed by this methodology and show how it
can be guided through the judicious choice of reaction
conditions.

1. Introduction

to the aid of a species that is purposely added to the reaction
mixture, i. e. the photocatalyst (PC), which is responsible for
converting light energy into chemical energy for substrate
activation. A photocatalyzed version of HAT exists too, and can
be classified into two main categories: direct HAT and indirect
HAT (Scheme 1).[29]
In the former case, a suitable PC absorbs a photon and,
once in the excited state, performs the HAT step. The main
requirement for such a PC is to have a “Y=O” (Y: metal or
carbon) moiety that turns into a “ Y O ” one when in the
excited state: in a certain sense, the behavior of this electrophilic O-centered radical is reminiscent of that of the p-block
radicals mentioned above. After hydrogen abstraction, a
“ Y OH” species is generated, and the photocatalytic cycle is
eventually closed via re-oxidation of the PC (Scheme 1A). Very
recently, several reviews have been written on direct HAT and
the reader is kindly referred to them to gain deeper insights
into this methodology.[8,30,31] However, one can easily notice that
the range of transformations accessible with direct HAT is
somehow limited by (i) the requirement for the PC to possess a
Y=O moiety to trigger the desired HAT step, (ii) the limited
number of photocatalysts known to perform this HAT step in
low catalytic loadings (< 20 mol%) and (iii) the photophysical
and physicochemical properties of the photocatalysts itself (UVlight is typically required, selectivity biased by steric interactions, solubility in the reaction crude, robustness in the
presence of additives, etc…). Hence, a more versatile approach
is needed to perform more elaborated transformations.
In indirect HAT, the photocatalyst takes care of absorbing
light and, once in the excited state, converts a reaction additive

Hydrogen Atom Transfer (HAT) is the concerted movement of a
proton (H +) and an electron (e ) between two functional
groups in one single kinetic step. Despite its simplicity, a
considerable amount of research has been carried out to
understand the intricacies of this step[1,2] and outline a general
mechanistic framework. In fact, it is a common position that
HAT belongs to the more general category of Proton-Coupled
Electron Transfer (PCET) processes, where the targeted substrate
undergoes a redox event and deprotonation with two different
molecular entities (an oxidant and a base, respectively).[3–5]
Besides its importance in environmental and biological
processes,[6] HAT has also rapidly emerged as a powerful
substrate activation manifold in organic synthesis. This is mainly
because synthetic chemists have realized that it conveniently
enables the functionalization of C H bonds, even in complex
molecules, without the need to introduce a directing moiety.[7]
More importantly, great levels of site-selectivity can be obtained
by mastering substrate-dependent effects (torsional, steric,
polar, stereoelectronic, (hyper)conjugative effects, etc.) and
medium-dependent effects (e. g., hydrogen-atom abstractor,
additives, solvent, etc.).[8–12]
However, in order to homolytically break a C H bond, a
considerable amount of energy (typically > 90 kcal mol 1)[13] is
required, which calls for the generation of aggressive intermediates. Traditional HAT involves p-block radicals such as, for
example, tert-butoxyl (t-BuO ) or cumyloxyl (CumO )
radicals,[14–16] namely electrophilic O-centered radicals that can
be generated via photolysis[17] of the corresponding peroxide or
heating a solution containing the hydroperoxide and a catalytic
amount of a transition metal (typically copper).[18]
More recently, photocatalysis has emerged as an extremely
valuable and versatile tool in organic synthesis because it allows
the use of the greenest and cheapest form of energy (i. e.
photons) for synthetic purposes.[8,19,28,20–27] This happens thanks
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Scheme 1. Photocatalyzed HAT can be classified as direct HAT (A) or indirect
HAT (B).
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into the active H-atom abstractor (Z ), either via single electron
transfer (SET) or Energy Transfer (EnT) (Scheme 1B). At the
expense of adding an extra reagent in the reaction mixture, this
manifold allows to separate the role of light-absorbing species
(PC) and that of H-atom abstracting one (Z ). The main
advantage of this (perhaps) subtle conceptual difference is that
most common visible-light absorbing photoredox catalysts can
be standardly used, while the HAT step can be tuned by varying
the additive from which Z is generated. Several additives have
been proposed in the literature to generate different abstracting species: O-, N-, S-, B- and halogen-centered radicals.[29,30,32,33]
Recently, the latter ones are attracting a great deal of
attention from the scientific community and this is mainly for
two reasons: (i) halogen atoms are aggressive, electrophilic
radicals (e. g., BDE for HCl is 103 kcal mol 1),[34] thus thermodynamically accessing a wide portfolio of C H bonds and (ii) the
only waste generated upon this indirect HAT step is a strong
acid (HX), which can be conveniently neutralized upon workup
or by directly adding a base in the reaction mixture.
Table 1 gathers data that are useful for discussion throughout this review, namely redox potentials of the X /X couples
and BDEs (Bond Dissociation Energies) of the H X bonds (X:
halogen). A short description of the categories of C H bonds
that can be cleaved by the halogen is also given. Thus, while
bromide is easier to oxidize than chloride, suggesting that
milder conditions can be used to trigger the desired HAT step,
the resulting bromine radical is a weaker H-abstractor than the
chlorine radical. This combination endows the former with a
wider functional-group tolerance; however, the latter is needed
*

*

Table 1. Relevant data for halogen radical-mediated HAT.
Halide

E0 [X /X ][a]
[V]

BDE H X
(kcal mol 1)

Applications

Cl

+ 2.03 V[35]

103[34]

Br

+ 1.60 V[35]

88[36]

I

+ 1.06 V[35]

71[36]

(un)activated aliphatic C(sp3) H
bonds
C(sp3) H bonds (tertiary, benzylic, αoxo, α-amino) and formyl C(sp2) H
(aldehydes)
Not useful for HAT
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[a] Potential vs Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE).

to activate more recalcitrant aliphatic C H bonds. This
augmented reactivity of chlorine, however, comes at the
expenses of the selectivity in the HAT step. It is worth
mentioning that the oxidation of iodide to the corresponding
iodine radical is an even more favorable process, but the low
BDE of the H I bond makes it unsuitable for HAT.
In this Minireview, we aim to gather examples in the recent
literature regarding the photocatalytic generation of halogen
atoms for indirect HAT for C H bond activation. In doing so, we
mainly focused on the preparative aspects of this chemistry.
Similarly, we excluded those reports where the formation of the
halogen atom does not depend on a photocatalyst, but is a
consequence of photoinitiated and photochemical events.[37–41]
Finally, we did not consider those cases where one of the
substrates also works as the photocatalyst,[42] as these should
be more properly referred to as photochemical approaches. It is
worth mentioning that halogen radical-mediated HAT has been
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also used to activate O H bonds in alcohols and carboxylic
acids.[43,44]
Given the above, the covered examples can be classified
into three categories depending on the operating mechanism:
photolysis triggered by Ligand-to-Metal Charge Transfer (LMCT),
photoredox catalyzed outer-sphere single-electron transfer and
energy transfer (Scheme 2).
As for the former, the generation of halogen atoms via
photolysis of a M X bond is typically a consequence of an
inner-sphere electron transfer (namely, a LMCT event) within a
complex.[45] In detail, the absorption of a photon of a suited
energy promotes a charge transfer from the ligand (e. g.
chloride or bromide) to the metal via an inner-sphere electron
transfer: the net result is the production of the halogen atom
and a mono-electronically reduced metal center. This process is
mostly known for nickel, iron, copper, cerium and titanium
halide complexes (Scheme 2A).
Another possibility is the generation of halogen atoms via
photoredox catalysis, which relies on the use of photocatalysts
whose reduction potential in the excited state is high enough
to oxidize halides via an outer sphere electron transfer (see
Table 1 and Scheme 2B).
Finally, halogen atoms can also be generated via energy
transfer, where the photocatalyst (mostly iridium-based complexes) absorbs a photon and ceases energy to a nickel
complex, thus promoting the homolytic cleavage of a Ni X
bond formed during the reaction. It is important to remark here
that a NiIII species is not involved in this last scenario
(Scheme 2C).
As one of the major concerns related to the use of halogenmediated Hydrogen Atom Transfer is often site-selectivity for
synthetic applications, we deemed appropriate to devote the
last section of this work to showcase how this can be tweaked
upon a judicious choice of reaction conditions.

2. Generation of Halogen Radicals via
LMCT-Triggered Photolysis
The ability of M X bonds to undergo light-triggered homolysis
has been known since 1962, when Kochi reported the
photolysis of CuCl2 to generate chlorine atoms.[46] Prompted by
a colleague’s (Dr. W. S. Anderson) observation that CuI salts
were formed upon exposure of a mixture of CuCl2 and
butadiene to sunlight, he decided to qualitatively investigate
the photochemical reactivity of this salt with ethers, alcohols
and unsaturated hydrocarbons. Based on product distribution,
he concluded that the irradiation with UV-light by means of a
mercury lamp under inert atmosphere generated chlorine
atoms together with reduced CuI species.
Later on, Shul’pin observed a similar behavior with FeCl3:
irradiation of this salt with a luminescent street lamp in the
presence of hydrocarbons in air-equilibrated conditions led to
the formation of oxygenated products.[47,48] The authors ascribed
the result to a photoinduced electron transfer between the
substrate and the excited state of FeCl3, followed by “proton
detachment” to afford the C-centered radical. Finally, reaction
with molecular oxygen afforded the corresponding end products. A similar investigation was conducted by Takaki where it
was found that also CuCl2 showed a similar behavior, even
when using sunlight.[49,50]
After these seminal examples, several other works reporting
halogen photoelimination started to appear; however, these
were mainly focused on the application of this process as an
energy-harvesting strategy.[51,52] Contrarily, synthetic applications did not emerge until after 2015, when Nocera reported
two works showing the peculiar behavior of a suite of nickel
complexes.[53,54] In detail, he found that irradiation of NiIII Cl
(and NiIII Br) species, generated in situ upon oxidation by PhICl2,
undergo prompt Ni X homolysis as a consequence of a Ligandto-Metal Charge Transfer (LMCT) efficiently triggered at 370 or
434 nm. Even though photoproducts were not characterized,
photogenerated halogen atoms were expected to react via HAT
with the solvent (e. g. CH3CN).
The abovementioned examples shook the synthetic community that, in fact, started using this activation manifold to
invent more and more sophisticated chemical transformations
via indirect HAT. The examples reported have been classified
below according to the metal involved in the LMCT.

2.1. Nickel

Scheme 2. Three strategies have been devised for the photocatalytic
generation of halogen radicals: A) LMCT-triggered photolysis, B) photoredox
catalysis and C) energy transfer.
Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2022, e202200417 (4 of 20)

Capitalizing on Nocera’s preliminary findings, the Doyle group
reported a series of C(sp3) C(sp2) cross-coupling reactions
between hydrogen-atom donors and aryl/acyl chlorides via
HAT.[55] For example, in 2016, they found that when a
tetrahydrofuran solution of 3.1 was irradiated with a blue LED
lamp in the presence of an Ir-based photocatalyst, Ni(cod)2 and
4,4’-di-tert-butyl-2,2’-bipyridine (3.3) as the ligand, the expected
cross-coupled product 3.2 was obtained in 70 % yield after
isolation (Scheme 3A).[56] As for the mechanism, Ni0 undergoes
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Later on, the same group used LMCT-triggered homolysis of
a NiIII Cl bond to achieve also the methylation of (hetero)aryl
chlorides (Scheme 4).[58] Thus, the irradiation of an orthoformate
solution of aryl chlorides 4.1 under otherwise identical conditions led to the formation of product 4.2 in 58 % yield after
isolation.
Herein, Cl performs HAT onto the tertiary position of
orthoformate to give 4.3 , which undergoes fragmentation to
ultimately yield a methyl radical (4.4 ). The methyl radical is
recaptured by the nickel catalytic cycle and product 4.2 is
obtained after reductive elimination. This methodology was
also extended to biologically relevant aryl chlorides such as a
zomepirac derivative (4.5, a NSAID), fenofibrate (4.6, used to
treat abnormal blood lipid levels) and loratidine (4.7, used to
treat allergies). Remarkably, the procedure was amenable to
other chloride-containing electrophiles such as aromatic and
aliphatic acyl chlorides, thus enabling the synthesis of methyl
ketones.
The same group also achieved the esterification of
unactivated C(sp3) H bonds (Scheme 5A) by replacing aryl
chlorides with chloroformates.[59] The same transformation
could be extended to benzylic and α-to-N and α-to-O C(sp3) H
bonds by increasing the temperature to 40 °C. The mechanism
is similar to that reported in Scheme 3A: Ni0 undergoes
oxidative addition to a chloroformate derivative (5.1) to
generate the corresponding Cl NiII COOR species. Halogen
photoelimination, followed by HAT from cyclohexane, radical
capture and reductive elimination delivered ester 5.2 in 60 %
yield. The authors also noticed partial decomposition of 5.1 due
to the basic conditions adopted (K3PO4, 2 equiv.) to form 5.3 as
a by-product.
In another instance, the Hong group reported the acylation
of hydrocarbons via indirect HAT mediated by chlorine atom
*

*

*

Scheme 3. A) Arylation of ethers enabled by the catalytic generation of
chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a NiIII Cl bond; B)
Formylation of aryl chlorides through the photocatalytic generation of
chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a NiIII Cl bond.

oxidative addition onto 3.1 to form the corresponding
Ar NiII Cl species (3.4). Next, the excited state of the photocatalyst oxidizes 3.4 to afford a NiIII species (3.5), which rapidly
undergoes photolysis via LMCT to deliver the desired chlorine
atom (Cl ) and 3.6. Tetrahydrofuran is activated by the latter
intermediate to afford HCl and an α-oxyalkyl radical (3.7 ),
which is intercepted again by the NiII center to give complex
3.8. Eventually, reductive elimination affords product 3.2 and
the exhausted photocatalyst is re-oxidized by the obtained NiI
species (3.9).
When 1,3-dioxolane was used as the hydrogen-atom donor
(Scheme 3B), the formylation of aryl chlorides was achieved.[57]
Thus, the 2-position of 1,3-dioxolane (used as solvent) was
activated by the chlorine radical and 2-arylated dioxolanes were
obtained. The product was not isolated, but hydrolyzed instead
to give the corresponding aryl aldehyde. It is interesting to note
that, while in the previous example an unstable Ni0 complex
was necessary, the use of a bench-stable NiCl2 · DME (DME: 1,2dimethoxyethane) was tolerated in this case, which enabled
scale-up for the functionalization of fenofibrate (3.10): ca. 1.5 g
of the corresponding formylated product 3.11 was obtained
(83 %).
*

*
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Scheme 4. Methylation of (hetero)aryl chlorides enabled by the catalytic
generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a NiIII Cl
bond. The methyl radical is generated via the fragmentation of the tertiary
radical of 4.4 .
*
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Scheme 5. A) Esterification of unactivated C(sp3) H bonds through the
photocatalytic generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis
of a NiIII Cl bond. B) Acylation of hydrocarbons enabled by the catalytic
generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a NiIII Cl
bond.

(Scheme 5B).[60] In detail, when 5.5 (0.4 mmol) and cycloheptane
(5.6, 5 equiv.) were irradiated with a blue LED in the presence
of an Ir-based photocatalyst, NiCl2 · glyme (5 mol%) and 5.4
(10 mol%), ketone 5.7 was obtained in 65 % yield. Thanks to a
detailed DFT-driven mechanistic analysis, the authors disclosed
a scenario that begins with the reductive quenching of the
excited state of the photocatalyst by the NiII species 5.8. The
resulting NiIII complex (5.9) rapidly captures a chloride anion.
Upon photolysis of the Ni Cl bond, HAT from 5.6 and radical
rebound, the organonickel compound 5.10 is formed: the
authors proposed an inner sphere σ-bond metathesis for the
formation of the latter complex. Next, double reduction by the
spent photocatalyst IrII affords a NiI species (5.11) that can
undergo oxidative addition onto 5.5 and then reductive
elimination to give 5.7. Finally, a photoinduced SET from the
resulting NiI species 5.12 to the photocatalyst closes the nickel
catalytic cycle. Remarkably, the oxidative addition, and not the
hydrogen atom transfer, was proposed as the rate-determining
step in this case.
Quite recently, König and co-workers designed a chlorineradical-mediated process for the C(sp3) C(sp3) cross-coupling of
alkyl bromides and ethers (Scheme 6).[61] When a tetrahydrofuran solution of alkyl bromide 6.1 was irradiated with blue light
in the presence of 4CzIPN as the photocatalyst and Ni(acac)2,
Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2022, e202200417 (6 of 20)

Scheme 6. C(sp3) C(sp3) cross-coupling of alkyl bromides and ethers enabled
by the catalytic generation of bromine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis
of a NiIII Br. 4CzIPN: 1,2,3,5-Tetrakis(carbazol-9-yl)-4,6-dicyanobenzene,
2,4,5,6-Tetrakis(9H-carbazol-9-yl) isophthalonitrile.

product 6.2 was obtained in 68 % yield. Interestingly, the
functionalization occurred chemoselectively and the chlorine
atom was preserved. As for the mechanism, an in-situ
generated Ni0 species (by double photocatalytic reduction)
undergoes oxidative addition onto 6.1 to form Alk NiII Br
species 6.4. Oxidation of the latter by the excited state of the
photocatalyst affords a NiIII species, which is photolyzed to
deliver complex 6.5 and a bromine radical, in turn responsible
for the activation of tetrahydrofuran via HAT. The so-formed Ccentered radical is trapped by 6.5 and 6.2 is formed upon
subsequent reductive elimination.
Finally, the photocatalytic cycle is closed by reduction of the
NiI species 6.6 back to Ni0. It is important to mention that when
the bromine atom on 6.1 was replaced with triflate or iodine,
the reaction did not proceed, thus providing evidence for the
importance of the bromine atom in the mechanism. The
methodology proved to be robust, allowing the conversion of
6.1 to 6.2 in 63 % yield on a gram scale after 96 hours of
irradiation.
Wu and co-workers adopted indirect HAT by chlorine atom
to achieve the hydroalkylation of internal alkynes (Scheme 7).[62]
In particular, when a tetrahydrofuran solution of alkyne 7.1 was
irradiated with blue light in the presence of an Ir-based
photocatalyst, NiCl2 and 4,4’-di-tert-butyl-2,2’-bipyridine (7.3,
dtbbpy) as the ligand, regioisomers 7.2 and 7.2’ were obtained
in 72 % overall yield (5 : 1 ratio) with an excellent E-selectivity.
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Scheme 8. Hydroalkylation of ynones, ynoates, and ynamides enabled by the
catalytic generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a
NiIII Cl bond.

Scheme 7. Hydroalkylation of internal alkynes enabled by the catalytic
generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a NiIII Cl
bond.

Intrigued by the unusual regioselectivity for radical addition
onto alkynes and by the lack of reactivity when using Ni(cod)2
instead of NiCl2, the authors undertook a meticulous mechanistic investigation. Thus, NiII reductively quenches the excited
state of the photocatalyst to give the photoactive NiIII species
(7.4), from which Cl is generated upon light absorption. HAT
from tetrahydrofuran (used as solvent) affords intermediate 7.6
that rebounds to 7.5 and, after reductive elimination, 2chlorotetrahydrofuran (7.7) and a NiI species (7.8) are formed.
Protonation of the latter leads to the formation of the nickelhydride species 7.9, which is reduced by the exhausted state of
the photocatalyst to a NiII species (7.10).
Subsequent hydronickelation of 7.1 results in the formation
of vinyl nickel intermediate: regioselectivity arises from this
step. Finally, nucleophilic substitution onto 7.7 affords product
7.2 (and 7.2’ as a minor regioisomer). The reaction could be
performed efficiently on a gram scale by adopting a continuous-flow technology;[63,64] thus, 7.11 and 7.12 were both formed
in ca. 70 % yield with good regio- and diasteroselectivity.
One year later, the Hong group adopted a similar approach
for the hydroalkylation of ynones, ynoates and ynamides
(Scheme 8).[65] For example, when a benzene solution of ynoate
8.1 and tetrahydrofuran was irradiated in the presence of an Irbased photocatalyst, NiCl2 and dtbbpy, the α-alkylated product

8.2 was obtained in 87 % yield (Z : E > 20 : 1) after isolation.
Interestingly, in order to explain the observed regio- and
stereochemistry, the authors invoked a different mechanistic
scenario respect to the one reported by Wu, proposing that the
NiIII species 8.5 undergoes reduction by the spent PC and
migratory insertion[66] with ynone 8.1 rather than reductive
elimination to give 2-chlorotetrahydrofuran (8.6). In this way, a
vinyl Ni complex (8.4) is generated and product 8.2 is delivered
upon protodenickelation.

2.2. Iron

*

*
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Iron has been used as a metal center to promote the generation
of chlorine radicals for indirect HAT; however, unlike nickel, it
does not require dual catalytic conditions. In other words, while
in the case of nickel a photoredox catalyst is required to form
the photolabile NiIII Cl species, FeIII Cl species are bench-stable,
but can directly produce halogen atoms upon irradiation.
For example, the Duan group reported the use of iron to
generate Cl via a LMCT process triggered by UV-light
irradiation. Thus, in one case, they reported the functionalization of light alkanes and other compounds via a radical
hydroalkylation (Scheme 9A).[67]
For example, ethane, propane and butane were readily
activated by FeCl3 · 6H2O (1-3 mol%) under irradiation at
365 nm. In the case of butane (9.1), the C-centered radical
generated via HAT was trapped by compound 9.2 to give
product 9.3 in excellent yield (92 %) even if with a low
regioisomeric ratio (2.1 : 1). Besides light alkanes, also liquid
alkanes, ethers, ketones and alkyl aromatics could be function*
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FeCl3 · 6H2O (10 mol%), alkyne 9.7 was obtained in good yield
(70 %, rr ~ 2 : 1). From a mechanistic standpoint, UV-light
absorption triggers a LMCT to form the chlorine radical, which
activates butane via HAT. Next, the resulting C-centered radical
is trapped by 9.6 to give vinyl radical 9.8 . Finally, product 9.7 is
obtained upon the loss of PhSO2 , which is also accountable for
the closure of the photocatalytic cycle. Good yields were also
obtained in the case of alkynylation of methane (9.9), ethane
(9.10) and propane (9.11). The latter showed an unusual
regioselectivity, the primary position being functionalized
preferentially (1° : 2° 1.26 : 1). This result was justified as a
consequence of a delicate interplay between statistical factors,
stability of the resulting C-centered radicals and steric factors.
In the same year, Rovis and co-workers reported the use of
iron chloride to promote the Dowd Beckwith rearrangement
via HAT (Scheme 10).[70] Thus, when a CH3CN solution of
pinacolone (10.1) and acrylate 10.2 (0.3 mmol, 0.3 M) was
irradiated with UV-light (390 nm) in the presence of a catalytic
amount of FeCl3 (25 mol%), a mixture of products 10.3 and 10.4
was obtained in a ratio of 1 : 1.4 (59 % total yield). When the
same reaction mixture was irradiated at a higher temperature
(60 °C) and lower concentration (0.1 M), the intramolecular
radical rearrangement was favored (10.3 : 10.4 1 : 10, 64 % total
yield). In detail, the mechanism proposed by the authors starts
with the formation of a tetrachloro ferrate anion, which readily
undergoes photolysis to generate the chlorine radical, in turn
responsible for HAT on 10.1.
The thus-generated primary radical 10.5 can either be
directly trapped by 10.2 to afford product 10.3 via a traditional
Giese reaction pathway or undergo the Dowd Beckwith
rearrangement. Thus, 10.5 can cyclize to give oxyl radical 10.6 ,
which is prone to β-scission to give radical 10.7 . From here,
radical addition onto 10.2 delivers product 10.4. The authors
concluded that higher temperatures and lower concentration
promote the latter reaction pathway.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Scheme 9. A) Amination of light alkanes enabled by the catalytic generation
of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a FeIII Cl bond. B)
SOMOphilic alkynylation of alkanes enabled by the catalytic generation of
chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a FeIII Cl bond.

alized, and the reaction performed good when replacing 9.2
with electron-poor olefins as well. As for the mechanism, a
LMCT triggers the homolysis of a FeIII Cl bond to form Cl , in
turn accountable for the HAT step from the alkane to give
intermediate 9.4 .
The latter intermediate is trapped by 9.2, and the resulting
electrophilic radical 9.5 is responsible for closing the photocatalytic cycle and delivering the product. Remarkably, the
reaction between 9.1 and 9.2 performed equally well on a
10 mmol scale in batch, delivering ca. 2.5 g of the expected
product, corresponding to a 88 % yield.
In a very recent follow-up work the authors studied in detail
the LMCT process via DFT calculations and also provided
evidence for the absence of a radical-chain mechanism.[68]
Under similar conditions, the SOMOphilic alkynylation of
light alkanes was also achieved (Scheme 9B).[69] Thus, when 9.1
was reacted with alkynyl sulfone 9.6 in the presence of
*

*

*
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Scheme 10. Radical hydroalkylation via Dowd Beckwith rearrangement
enabled by the catalytic generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered
homolysis of a FeIII Cl bond.
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Later on, the authors reported an extension of this methodology for the alkylation of nonactivated C(sp3) H bonds distal
to electron-withdrawing moieties via Giese addition.[71]
In another instance, the Hu group reported the generation
of Cl to promote the C C bond cleavage via β-scission of an
oxyl radical.[44] In this case, Cl is used to cleave an O H bond to
afford the O-centered radical that undergoes β-scission.
*

*

2.3. Copper

*

The synthetic use of copper to promote the formation of
halogen atoms for HAT has been seldom reported. As already
mentioned above, preliminary studies date back to the seminal
studies by Kochi in the 60s, followed by Takaki’s reports
published almost 20 years ago, but synthetic endeavors have
appeared only recently.
For example, the radical hydroalkylation of electron-poor
olefins (Giese reaction) has been reported (Scheme 11).[72] In
detail, when an acetonitrile solution of cyclohexane (11.1,
5 equiv.) and acrylate 11.2 (0.3 mmol) was irradiated under UVlight (390 nm) in the presence of CuCl2 and an extra source of
chloride anions (LiCl, 50 mol%), product 11.3 was obtained in
excellent yields (92 %). As for the mechanism, the authors
proposed that a trichlorocuprate anion is formed in situ in the
presence of LiCl and undergoes a LMCT process when irradiated
with the proper wavelength. Photolysis of the CuII Cl bond
affords the desired chlorine atom that, in turn, activates 11.1 via
HAT to give the expected C-centered radical. The latter
intermediate is trapped by 11.2 to give radical adduct 11.4 ,
which is intercepted again by the copper center and, after
protodecupration, product 11.3 is formed concomitantly with
the closure of the photocatalytic cycle.
*

2.4. Cerium
Following to Kochi’s preliminary results,[73] the Zuo group has
recently capitalized on cerium photocatalysis for the direct
generation of alkoxy radicals from free alcohols via an LMCT

Scheme 11. Hydroalkylation of electron-poor olefins enabled by the catalytic
generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a CuII Cl
bond.
Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2022, e202200417 (9 of 20)

process. The latter species is then responsible for the observed
intramolecular[74] and intermolecular HAT reactivity.[75,76] This
strategy has enabled remarkable chemical transformations such
as the activation of light alkanes,[75] both in batch and flow
conditions.
Quite recently, however, a meticulous mechanistic analysis
by Walsh and Schelter suggested the intermediacy of a chlorine
radical as the key intermediate for the same transformation
(Scheme 12).[77] Thus, the CeCl62 undergoes photolysis via a
LMCT process triggered by UV-light irradiation to yield Cl ,
which is responsible for the HAT step from 12.1 to deliver a
methyl radical. Radical addition onto 12.2 produces adduct
12.4 , which is responsible for the closure of the photocatalytic
cycle. Tetraethylammonium chloride was found to increase the
yield of 12.3, however it was shown that the reaction occurred
also in its absence, albeit in lower yield (43 % NMR yield). As a
comparison, in Zuo’s original report methane (12.1) was
converted to protected hydrazine 12.3 in 63 % yield in the
presence of (Bu4N)2CeCl6 as the photocatalyst and 2,2,2trichloroethanol as the free alcohol.
In another instance, a similar approach was adopted for the
cross-dehydrogenative coupling (CDC) between alkanes and
quinoxalin-2(1H)-ones or heteroarenes under air-equilibrated
conditions (Scheme 13).[78] For example, when an acetonitrile
solution
of
1-methylquinoxalin-2(1H)-one
(13.1)
and
cyclohexane (13.2) was irradiated with visible light (λ = 405 nm)
in the presence of CeCl3 as the photocatalyst, chlorine radicals
were produced and the C-centered radicals obtained via HAT
were trapped by 13.1 to give the expected CDC product (13.3,
87 % yield). The authors adopted TBACl as a reservoir of chloride
anions and trifluoroethanol to activate 13.1 via protonation. By
replacing the alcohol with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), also quinolines could be engaged in the desired CDC reactivity, according
to a more traditional cross-dehydrogenative Minisci coupling
(Scheme 13B). For example, 13.4 was alkylated in 55 % yield. In
both the abovementioned cases, air works as a terminal oxidant
to recover the spent cerium photocatalyst and ensure the
recovery of aromaticity in the products.
*

Scheme 12. Amination of light alkanes through the catalytic generation of
chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a CeIV Cl bond.
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Scheme 13. Cross-dehydrogenative coupling (CDC) between alkanes and 1methylquinoxalin-2(1H)-one (A) and isoquinoline (B) via LMCT-triggered
homolysis of a CeIV Cl bond.
Scheme 14. A) Photoalkylation of carbonyl compounds enabled by the
catalytic generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a
TiIV Cl bond; B) Radical hydroalkylation of olefins enabled by the catalytic
generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a TiIV Cl
bond

2.5. Titanium
Very recently, titanium has been likewise reported to promote
the generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT. In particular, Kanai
and co-workers found that the irradiation (λ = 370 nm) of cheap
and commercially available TiCl4 in acetonitrile resulted in the
formation of chlorine radicals.[79] The latter intermediates were
used to cleave strong C(sp3) H bonds and the resulting Ccentered radicals were employed for the hydroalkylation of
electron-poor olefins and ketones (Scheme 14A). Thus, when an
acetonitrile solution of cyclohexane (14.1) and acetophenone
(14.2) is irradiated with UV light, organoradical 14.4 is
generated and readily trapped by the carbonyl compound to
afford alcohol 14.3 in 56 % yield after aqueous work-up. The
authors found that the TiCl3 species generated upon photolysis
is essential to activate the carbonyl compounds towards radical
addition acting as a Lewis acid. It is important to stress that the
reaction required an excess of TMSCl to facilitate catalyst
turnover: in its absence, the reaction did not proceed.
Walsh, Schelter and co-workers have reported a very
complete study on the use of the hexachlorotitanate anion to
promote the radical hydroalkylation of electron-poor olefins
(Scheme 14B).[80] According to the authors, irradiation of this
anion with UV light (λ = 390 nm) triggers an LMCT that results
into the production of chlorine radicals and a reduced TiIIIClx
species. Compared to the related CeIIIClx species (Scheme 12),
TiIIIClx is much more reducing (ΔEpa = 0.72 V), thus enabling
access to more electron-rich olefins by facilitating the reduction
of the radical adduct of the Giese reaction. For example, when
an acetonitrile solution of cyclohexane (14.1) and dimethyl
fumarate (14.2) was irradiated with UV light in the presence of
[PPh4]2TiCl6, product 14.6 was isolated in 74 % yield. Notably,

the same transformation could be extended to challenging
gaseous alkanes[81] such as ethane (1 atm) to obtain adduct 14.7
and 14.8 in 50 % and 72 % yield. The site-selectivity of the HAT
step was also investigated with pentane as the substrate (see
compound 14.9) and found to be in accordance with a chlorine
radical as the hydrogen abstracting species.

*
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3. Generation of Halogen Radicals via
Photoredox Catalysis
The approaches discussed in Section 1 rely on the formation of
a metal halide complex and the subsequent photolysis of the
M X bond (M: metal) to generate halogen radicals for the HAT
event, according to an overall inner-sphere electron transfer
mechanism.[45] However, similarly to other indirect HAT methodologies (e. g. based on quinuclidines, sulfonamides, thiols
etc.),[29,30] the use of an outer-sphere mechanism can be also
conceived. Thus, the reductive quenching of the excited state
of the photocatalyst by a halide anion leads to the formation of
the targeted electrophilic halogen radicals that can be used to
cleave a wide array of C(sp3) H bonds.
The examples reported below have been classified according to the halide being oxidized. As it can be noticed, most of
them deal with the oxidation of the bromide anion, which is
much more thermodynamically accessible than that of the
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chloride one (see Table 1). In fact, the oxidation of Cl required
harsher conditions and strongly oxidizing photocatalysts.

3.1. Chloride anion

*

Back in 2011, Fukuzumi reported the photooxygenation of C H
aliphatic bonds.[82,83] The authors found that, when an O2saturated solution of acetonitrile containing cyclohexane or
toluene and HCl was irradiated with visible light in the presence
of an acridinium photocatalyst (9-mesityl-10-methylacridinium,
Acr + Mes), a mixture of cyclohexanol/cyclohexanone or benzaldehyde/benzoic acid was obtained. The authors proposed that
chloride anion behaves as reductive quencher of the excited
state of the acridinium catalyst in a single electron transfer
event generating the chlorine radical. The following hydrogen
abstraction leads to the formation of C-centered radicals that
promptly react with oxygen to deliver the oxygenated products.
Later on, Ye and co-workers exploited the same oxidative
approach for the synthesis of benzocoumarins starting from 2methyl-1,1’-biaryls compounds. In particular, the latter compounds were converted into the corresponding carboxylic acids
via chlorine radical-mediated photooxygenation. Next, the
carboxylic acids underwent oxidative cyclization to give
coumarins.[84]
The Barriault group reported the photoredox catalytic
generation of chlorine radicals for the hydroalkylation of
electron-poor alkenes (Scheme 15).[85] In detail, when a benzene
solution of cyclohexane (15.1, 3 equiv.) and dimethyl maleate
(15.2, 0.2 mmol) was irradiated with blue light at 60 °C in the
presence of an Ir-based photocatalyst having Cl as counterion,
the hydroalkylated product 15.3 was isolated in 68 % yield.
The authors noticed the formation of regioisomers in several
cases, which was ascribed to the highly aggressive nature of
chlorine radicals. They also found that the solvent played a key
role in site-selectivity and that a coordinating solvent like
pyridine allowed to achieve better selectivity towards the more

Scheme 15. Hydroalkylation of electron-poor olefins enabled by the generation of chlorine radicals via photoredox catalysis.
Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2022, e202200417 (11 of 20)

thermodynamically favored positions (see also Section 5). As for
the mechanism, the authors proposed that the excited state of
the Ir-photocatalyst oxidizes the chloride anion to deliver the
desired chlorine radical. This process is thermodynamically
unfavorable (Ered[IrIII*/IrII] = + 1.21 V vs. SCE: E0[Cl /Cl ] = +
2.03 V vs. SCE), which is why heating is essential for this step.
Next, 15.1 is activated to afford nucleophilic alkyl radical 15.4 ,
in turn trapped via radical addition onto 15.2 to give
intermediate 15.5 . The latter intermediate closes the photocatalytic cycle by re-oxidizing the photocatalyst and product
15.3 is formed upon protonation by HCl.
Later on, the same group adopted a similar Ir/Cl strategy
to achieve the Minisci-type coupling between alcohols and
ethers as radical alkylating agents.[86]
A similar methodology was independently developed by
Wu and co-workers for the alkylation and allylation of C H
bonds with electron-poor alkenes in flow (Scheme 16).[87] Thus,
when an acetonitrile-dichloroethane solution of cyclohexane
(16.1, 2 equiv.) and benzalmalononitrile (16.2, 0.4 mmol) was
irradiated under blue light in the presence of an acridinium
photocatalyst and HCl as chloride source, product 16.3 was
obtained in excellent yields (98 %, Scheme 16A).
The methodology was efficiently applied to the alkylation of
different activated and unactivated C(sp3) H bonds, including
*

*

Scheme 16. A) Hydroalkylation of electron-poor olefins enabled by the
generation of chlorine radicals via photoredox catalysis; B) C H allylation via
radical addition-fragmentation approach enabled by the generation of
chlorine radicals via photoredox catalysis.
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challenging light gaseous alkanes (see compounds 16.4 and
16.5). The implementation of a stop-flow microtubing (SFMT)
reactor was essential to prevent the HCl evaporation and
effectively handle the gaseous species. Interestingly, a protocol
for the allylation of C(sp3) H bonds using allyl phenyl sulfone as
a SOMOphilic allylating agent was also reported (Scheme 16B).
Herein, the excited state of the photocatalyst is responsible
for the generation of the chlorine radical via SET. Upon HAT
from 16.6, intermediate 16.9 is generated, which is promptly
intercepted by SOMOphile 16.7. The so-formed intermediate
16.10 undergoes fragmentation to deliver the expected
allylated product (16.8, 55 % yield) and PhSO2 . The latter is
entrusted for the closure of the photocatalytic cycle.
*

*

*

3.2. Bromide anion
In 2019, Huang and coworkers reported that the presence of
LiBr could speed up the photoredox Minisci-type alkylation of
quinoline derivatives using ethers as coupling partners
(Scheme 17A).[88] Thus, when a wet chlorobenzene solution

Scheme 17. A) Minisci-type coupling of N-heteroarenes with ethers enabled
by the generation of bromine radicals via photoredox catalysis; B) Miniscitype coupling of N-heteroarenes with aldehydes and ester acetates enabled
by the generation of bromine radicals via photoredox catalysis. SCS: SpinCenter Shift.
Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2022, e202200417 (12 of 20)

containing tetrahydrofuran (17.1, 4 equiv.), 4-methylquinoline
(17.2, 0.2 mmol), LiBr and triflic acid as additives was irradiated
with blue light in presence of an iridium photocatalyst, product
17.3 was isolated in 90 % yield. Interestingly, HBr could be used
both as bromide source and proton source without compromising the reactivity (79 % yield).
The authors proposed that Br , generated upon reductive
quenching of the excited state of the iridium photocatalyst by
the bromide anion, performs HAT on tetrahydrofuran. The soformed radical 17.4 is readily intercepted by protonated 17.2
to deliver intermediate 17.6 via the intermediacy of 17.5 + . A
Spin-Center Shift (SCS) and subsequent ring opening of the
ether affords benzyl radical 17.7 , which is entrusted for the
closure of the photocatalytic cycle.
Later on, the same group adopted a similar system for the
bromine-mediated alkylation of quinolines and quinazolinones
using different hydrogen donors such as aldehydes[89,90] and
ester acetates (Scheme 17B).[91] Very recently, the group has
developed a decarbonylative strategy to accomplish the hydroalkylation of acrylamides with aldehydes.[92]
Quite recently, Murakami and co-workers developed a
cross-dehydrogenative coupling between benzylic and aldehydic C H bonds (Scheme 18).[93] Thus, when an ethyl acetate
*

*

*

*

*

Scheme 18. Photoinduced cross-dehydrogenative coupling between aldehydes and alkyl arenes enabled by the generation of bromine radicals via
photoredox catalysis.
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solution of 4-methoxytoluene (18.1, 5 equiv.) and octanal (18.2,
0.2 mmol) was irradiated with a blue LED in the presence of an
Ir-based photocatalyst and NiBr2(dtbbpy), the corresponding
ketone 18.3 was obtained in 73 % yield. As for the mechanism,
an initial anion exchange between the iridium photocatalyst
and the nickel co-catalyst occurs to yield 18.4. The reductive
quenching of the excited state of the latter generates the
bromine radical. At this stage, another nickel complex accepts
an electron from the spent photocatalyst, delivering NiI complex
18.5. Meanwhile, the bromine radical performs hydrogen
abstraction from both 18.1 and 18.2 to afford the benzyl radical
18.6 and the acyl radical 18.7 , respectively. These fleeting
intermediates are intercepted by 18.5 to give NiIII complex 18.8.
Eventually, reductive elimination yields the cross-coupled
product 18.3 and complex 18.5. Hydrogen evolution via the
reaction between 18.5 and HBr restores the nickel catalyst. If on
one side the cross-coupling did not work with electron-poor
alkyl arenes, on the other side α-branched aldehydes gave the
corresponding products in good results despite the more
marked steric hindrance (see compounds 18.9–18.10). A similar
approach was also used for the dehydrogenative homocoupling
of benzylic C H bonds.[94]
The same group reported also two dehydrogenative
strategies based on the generation of bromine radicals for the
synthesis of esters by coupling primary alcohols or aldehydes
with phenols.[95,96]
Recently, a similar approach for the dehydrogenative
coupling of aldehydes and alkyl arenes in flow was reported.[97]
The use of a photo-flow reactor enabled the authors to shorten
the reaction times (from 20 h to 120 min) and increase the
productivity up to 10.5 g · day 1. Furthermore, the method is
efficient for the late-stage functionalization of interesting API
like celecoxib and metaxalone.
The Huo group gave an important contribution to the field
of photoredox-generated halogen radicals for HAT by reporting
several enantioselective transformations based on bromine
radicals.[98–101] In one of these examples, the enantioselective
acylation of α-to-N C(sp3) H bonds using ubiquitous carboxylic
acids as acylating partner to produce α-amino ketones was
reported (Scheme 19).[98] In detail, when an isopropyl acetate
solution of acetic acid (19.1, 0.1 mmol) and N-pentyl benzamide
(19.2, 3.0 equiv.) was irradiated with a blue LED in the presence
of an Ir-based photocatalyst, NiBr2 · glyme, a chiral ligand 19.4,
dimethyl dicarbonate (DMDC) and a base, the corresponding αamino ketone 19.3 was obtained in 88 % yield and 90 % ee. The
method tolerated a variety of functional groups and could be
used for the late-stage functionalization of natural products
(19.9–19.11). As for the mechanism, Ni0 undergoes oxidative
addition onto the in situ-formed acyl electrophile 19.5 to give
the acyl-NiII species 19.7. In the meantime, the bromide acts as
quencher of the excited state of the photocatalyst to give the
bromine radical, which abstracts a hydrogen atom from 19.2 to
deliver the α-amino radical 19.6 . The last is captured from 19.7
to deliver the NiIII species 19.8, which undergoes reductive
elimination to afford the product 19.3 and NiI complex. Finally,
the photocatalytic cycle is closed by the single electron
reduction of NiI by the exhausted photocatalyst.
*

*

*
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Scheme 19. Enantioselective acylation of N-alkyl benzamides for the synthesis of α-amino ketones enabled by the generation of bromine radicals via
photoredox catalysis. DMDC: dimethyl dicarbonate.

In another very recent instance, Deng and co-workers have
reported a photoinduced, bromine radical-based monofluoroalkenylation of C(sp3) H bonds in batch and flow (Scheme 20).[102]
In detail, when a tetrahydrofuran solution of 2-(2,2difluorovinyl)naphthalene (20.1, 0.2 mmol) was irradiated with a
blue LED in the presence of an Ir-based photocatalyst,
tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBABr) as bromine source and
NaHCO3 as the base, product 20.2 was isolated in 79 % yield
(E : Z 1 : 1) after 24 h. The reaction was efficiently translated in
flow and scaled up to 1.05 g over an operation time of 15 h. As
discussed above, the reductive quenching of the excited state
of the Ir photocatalyst by the bromide anion generates the
bromine radical that performs HAT from tetrahydrofuran to give
the radical 20.3 . The single electron reduction of 20.1 by the
reduced form of Ir-photocatalyst closes the photocatalytic cycle
and affords the fluoroalkenyl radical 20.4 via the defluorination
of the radical anion intermediate 20.1 . Eventually, the radicalradical coupling between 20.3 and 20.4 delivers the final
product 20.2.
In another case, the Doyle group described an Ir/Ni dual
catalytic protocol to reach the methylation and alkylation of
*

*

*

*

*
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Scheme 20. Photoinduced monofluoroalkenylation of C(sp3) H bonds enabled by the generation of bromine radicals via photoredox catalysis.

Scheme 21. Hydroalkylation of electron-poor olefins enabled by the generation of bromine radicals from dibromomethane via photoredox catalysis.

aryl halides using benzaldehyde di-alkyl acetals as carboncentered radical sources.[103] The generation of a bromine radical
is proposed to mediate the HAT with the benzaldehyde di-alkyl
acetates. Interestingly the authors employ data science tools to
explore the chemical space of commercially available aryl
bromides and possibly predict unreactive patterns in the
methodology.
Recently, the Wu group disclosed CH2Br2 as bromine radical
source (Scheme 21) for the selective functionalization of
unactivated tertiary C(sp3) H bonds.[104] Thus, a dibromomethane solution of methylcyclopentane (21.1, 5 equiv.) and
benzalmalononitrile (21.2, 0.2 mmol) or diisopropyl azodicarboxylate (21.3, 0.2 mmol) was irradiated with a 18 W blue LED
strip at 50 °C in a stop-flow microtubing reactor (SMFT). Thanks
to the presence of mesityl acridinium (Mes-Acr +) or 2,4,6triphenylpyrylium (TPP +) photocatalysts, products 21.4 and
21.5 were obtained in 80 % and 78 % yield, respectively, with
high preference for the tertiary C H bonds. The authors ascribe
the selectivity to the low BDE value of H Br (87 kcal/mol, see
Table 1). As for the mechanism, the authors reported that the
employment of strongly oxidative photocatalysts is required to
promote the single electron oxidation of CH2Br2 (E1/2ox = +
1.62 V versus SCE) to the corresponding radical cation. DFT
calculation demonstrated that CH2Br2 radical cation preferentially decomposes generating bromomethyl cation and bromine
radical. The latter performs hydrogen abstraction from 21.1 to
generate 21.6 , which is readily intercepted by 21.2 or 21.3 to
give the electrophilic radical 21.7 or 21.8 , respectively. Finally,
the latter intermediates are entrusted for the closure of the
*

*
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*

photocatalytic cycle. The authors observed that HBr is produced
over the course of the reaction, which might compete with
CH2Br2 as a more efficient bromine radical source.

4. Generation of Halogen Radicals via Energy
Transfer
Another mechanism that can be exploited to photocatalytically
generate halogen atoms for indirect HAT is based on energy
transfer (EnT).[105] In this manifold, the photocatalyst is typically
an iridium photocatalyst and is in charge of absorbing light and
transferring energy to a Ar NiII X species generated upon
oxidative addition onto aryl halides. It is important to remark
that a NiIII species is not involved here. The examples in this
section have been gathered according to the transformation
performed.
In 2016, Molander and co-workers reported the first C H
arylation protocol based on this concept.[106] Thus, when a
tetrahydrofuran solution of aryl bromide 22.1 (0.35 mmol) was
irradiated with a Compact Fluorescent Lamp in the presence of
4,4’-dimethoxybenzophenone, an Ir-based photocatalyst, Ni(NO3)2 hexahydrate and 4,4’-di-tert-butyl-2,2’-bipyridine (22.3),
product 22.2 was obtained in 75 % yield after 2 days (Scheme 22A). The presence of the diaryl ketone was found to
accelerate the reaction, however it was not essential. As for the
mechanism, the in situ-generated Ni0 species undergoes oxida-
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Scheme 22. A) Arylation of C H bonds via the catalytic generation of
bromine radicals via energy transfer to a nickel complex. B) Bromine-radicalmediated arylation of benzylic C(sp3) H bonds via the catalytic generation of
bromine radicals via energy transfer to a nickel complex. DCBP: 4,4’dichlorobenzophenone.

tive addition onto 22.1 to produce an Ar NiII Br species (22.4)
that is photosensitized by the iridium photocatalyst. 22.4*
interacts with tetrahydrofuran in a concerted, four-centered
transition structure to deliver intermediate 22.5 via σ-bond
metathesis. Finally, reductive elimination affords the expected
product 22.2 and recovers the Ni0 species, prone to start a new
cycle. To actually prove that an EnT was occurring, the authors
showed that the same reaction could be performed by directly
irradiating the nickel complex in the UV region in the absence
of the photosensitizer.
In another instance, the Rueping group reported the
arylation of benzylic C(sp3) H bonds.[107] Thus, the irradiation of
a toluene solution of aryl bromide 22.6 with CFLs in the
presence of 4,4’-dichlorobenzophenone (DCBP), NiCl2 · 6H2O
(and dtbbpy as the ligand) and K2HPO4 delivered the arylated
product 22.7 in 89 % yield on 1 mmol scale (Scheme 22B). As
for the mechanism, the authors predicted that the benzophenone would act as a hydrogen atom transfer photocatalyst to
activate the alkyl aromatic compound. The resulting compound
would be captured by the nickel catalytic cycle to deliver
product 22.7. However, when testing aryl iodides, which should
be more prone to oxidative addition by nickel, the yields
dropped. Intriguingly, reactivity was restored by adding one
extra equivalent of TBABr. This led the authors to propose a
parallel mechanistic picture, where the diaryl ketone works as a
photosensitizer for the Ar NiII Br complex, which then liberates
a bromine radical that is in turn responsible for the HAT step.
Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2022, e202200417 (15 of 20)

Interestingly, the same methodology was extended to a limited
set of aryl chlorides.
A similar strategy was adopted by König and colleagues for
the arylation of the α-to-N position of tertiary amides as well as
ureas by using mesoporous graphitic carbon nitride (mpg-CN)
as the photosensitizer (Scheme 23).[108] Notably, this is the first
report of the use of this organic semiconductor in this role.
Thus, mpg-CN absorbs visible light (450 nm) and sensitizes the
Ar NiII X species (X: halide) generated upon oxidative addition
onto aryl halide 23.1 a or 23.1 b. The abovementioned halogen
atom photoelimination-HAT-radical rebound-reductive elimination sequence afforded the expected benzyl amide 23.2 in
excellent yields (89 % when X = Cl, 85 % when X = Br). It is
interesting to note that when N,N’-dimethylpropylene urea
(23.3, DMPU) was used as the substrate, the CH3 group was
primarily functionalized when 4-chloroacetophenone was used
as the coupling partner. Conversely, when 4-bromoacetophenone was used, the methylene group was preferentially
arylated. A competitive LMCT-based mechanism (see Section 1.1) was ruled out based on a stoichiometric experiment
where an Ar NiII X was irradiated (450 nm) in the presence of
N,N-dimethylacetamide in the absence of mpg-CN. Even though
in lower yield, the expected product could be detected, thus
demonstrating the involvement of an excited NiII species. This
approach was also suitable for the manipulation of bioactive
molecules such as cholesterol and D-Glucose diacetonide
(compounds 23.4 and 23.5).
Rueping and co-workers reported the cross-coupling of
allylic C(sp3) H bonds with aryl and vinyl bromides (Scheme 24),
where β-bromostyrene 24.1 (0.2 mmol) was reacted with
tetramethylethylene (24.2, 10 equiv.) in the presence of [AcrMes]ClO4 and NiCl2 · glyme (and 24.4 as the ligand) under blue
light irradiation to obtain product 24.3 in 53 % yield with

Scheme 23. Arylation of α-to-N C H bonds of tertiary amides and ureas via
the generation of bromine radicals via energy transfer to a nickel complex.
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from the ether (used as the solvent), radical rebound and
reductive elimination, the catalytic cycle of nickel is closed. Also
anhydrides were suitable partners under these conditions
(compound 25.3, 35 %), however the product was obtained in
modest yields.

5. Miscellaneous

Scheme 24. Cross-coupling of allylic C(sp3) H bonds with vinyl bromides via
the catalytic generation of bromine radicals via energy transfer to a nickel
complex. Mes: mesityl.

exquisite E diasteroselectivity.[109] According to the authors, the
excited state of the acridinium catalyst can sensitize a
vinyl NiII Br (24.5) moiety generated upon oxidative addition
of a Ni0 species onto 24.1. At this stage, a bromine radical is
produced and is responsible for HAT from 24.2 and the
resulting radical intermediate is rapidly captured by the nickel
center to afford 24.6. Finally, reductive elimination from the
latter complex affords the hoped-for product together with the
Ni0 species. The very same conditions could be extended to aryl
bromides and aryl iodides, the latter requiring LiBr as an
additive to provide the required bromide ion.
Later on, Shibasaki and colleagues reported the α-acylation
of ethers (Scheme 25).[110] In detail, when a tetrahydrofuran
solution of acyl chlorides 25.1 was irradiated in the presence of
an Ir-based photosensitizer, NiCl2 and 4,4’-di-tert-butyl-2,2’bipyridine, the corresponding acylated product 25.2 was
obtained in 85 % (dr 1 : 1). The proposed mechanism is similar to
that proposed by Molander (reported in Scheme 22A) and starts
with oxidative addition of an in situ-generated Ni0 species onto
25.1. The so-formed NiII species is sensitized by the Ir-photocatalyst and chlorine radical photoelimination occurs. After HAT

Scheme 25. α-Acylation of ethers via the catalytic generation of chlorine
radicals via energy transfer to a nickel complex.
Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2022, e202200417 (16 of 20)

This section gathers a limited set of examples that rely on
indirect HAT by a halogen atom but do not fit any of the
abovementioned categories (Sections 1–3).
In one instance, Lu and co-workers reported the enantioselective arylation of benzylic C(sp3) H bonds by adopting an Ir/
Ni dual catalytic strategy (Scheme 26).[111] Although in the
majority of cases shown above, a LMCT in a fleeting NiIII Cl
species is proposed, in this case the authors proposed a
different scenario. Thus, when a solution of aryl bromide 26.1 in
dioxane/ethyl benzene 3 : 1 was irradiated with blue light in the
presence of an Ir-photocatalyst, NiCl2 · DME, bisimidazoline 26.3
as the chiral ligand and 4,4’-dimethoxybenzophenone (DMBP),
product 26.2 was obtained in 84 % (91 % ee) after isolation. The
authors proposed that Ni0 undergoes oxidative addition onto
the aryl bromide. The so-formed Ar NiII Br species is oxidized
by the excited state of the photocatalyst to directly provide the
bromine atom for HAT from ethyl benzene. Radical capture of
the C-centered radical, reductive elimination to give 26.2 and
reduction by the spent photocatalyst are needed to close the
catalytic cycle of the nickel. It is important to stress, however,
that despite the authors did not consider the LMCT-triggered
photolysis of an in situ-generated NiIII Br species, they did not
rule out the possibility of an energy transfer (see Section 3).

Scheme 26. Bromine-radical-mediated enantioselective arylation of benzylic
C H bonds.
© 2022 The Authors. European Journal of Organic Chemistry published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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By adopting a similar strategy, the same group reported the
stereo and enantioselective alkenylation of benzylic C H
bonds.[112] As above, the authors proposed that the oxidation of
the alkenyl-NiII-Br by the excited state of the Ir-photocatalyst
affords the free bromine radical for hydrogen abstraction from
a benzylic C H bond.
Murakami and co-workers reported the benzylic C H
arylation of alkyl aromatics.[113] Overall, compared to other
reports mentioned above, this approach did not require a dual
catalytic system. The authors proposed that a NiI species is
generated in situ from the bench-stable NiII catalyst via a
photoinduced electron transfer from the alkyl aromatic to the
metal complex. Next, oxidative addition onto the aryl bromide
affords an Ar NiIII Br species, which undergoes photolysis
under UV light to deliver a bromine radical. Indirect HAT, radical
capture and reductive elimination affords the product together
with a NiI species, ready to start a new catalytic cycle.

6. Steering site-selectivity of halogen
radical-mediated Hydrogen Atom Transfer
As mentioned in the introduction, halogen radical-mediated
HAT has been traditionally tagged in synthetic endeavors as an
unselective process, at least as far as Cl is concerned. As a
matter of fact, while bromine atoms somehow allow for discrete
levels of site-selectivity due to the lower BDE of the H Br bond
(see Table 1), a H Cl bond is much stronger, providing a
considerably higher thermodynamic force for hydrogen
abstraction.[114] Furthermore, the greater selectivity of brominemediated HAT can be explained based on the fact that this is
an endergonic process. Thus, according to the Hammond
postulate, the reaction features a “late” transition state with a
marked radical character on the carbon atom. The more
stabilized the nascent alkyl radical, the higher the selectivity. On
the contrary, chlorine-mediated HAT is an exergonic process
with an “early” transition state where the carbon atom has a
smaller radical character. Hence, even though the stability of
the nascent alkyl radical is still important to justify the final
outcome, it plays a less decisive role, thus causing a decreased
selectivity.
This results into the nearly indiscriminate activation of
different C H bonds within a molecule (Scheme 27A). However,
there is a significant body of literature illustrating the possibility
to tune the site-selectivity of Cl-mediated HAT event via the
judicious choice of additives and solvents.[115–119]
In one instance, Barriault and co-workers performed the
hydroalkylation of electrophilic olefins by using a photoredox
approach, as already shown in Scheme 15.[85] Despite the
generality of such approach, the authors consistently obtained
mixtures of products deriving from the functionalization of
different positions (primary, secondary or tertiary C H bonds)
within the substrates. Accordingly, they became interested in
channeling the reactivity of Cl towards the more thermodynamically favored tertiary position. As it is known that the use
of solvents can attenuate the high reactivity of chlorine atoms
*

*
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for hydrogen abstraction,[115–119] they investigated the effect of
several solvents on the reaction outcome and found that
pyridine could increase the selectivity towards the tertiary
position. Thus, when substrate 27.1 was subjected to optimized
conditions described above, the ratio of tertiary:primary
activation was found to be 3 : 1 (59 % yield overall). However,
when pyridine was adopted as the solvent, the ratio increased
to 9 : 1 and even further (10 : 1) when the concentration was
lowered. These results confirm a heavy dependency of the siteselectivity of chlorine-mediated hydrogen abstraction on the
solvent (see Scheme 27B).
Another interesting case was offered by Walsh and Schelter
in their study on CeCl62 as a source of Cl via LMCT
(Scheme 27C).[77] The authors addressed the selectivity issue by
adopting 2,3-dimethylbutane (27.2) as a substrate for the
reaction of interest and set out to compare the tertiary vs
primary functionalization. They found that the tertiary:primary
activation ratio could be significantly modified by adding a
suitable co-solvent. Thus, when the reaction was performed
under optimized conditions in neat acetonitrile, the ratio was
found to be 51 : 49; however, by adding tBuOH (4 M), the ratio
increased to 69 : 31, and when the same concentration of
benzene was added, the ratio increased even further to 81 : 19.
The authors also proved that, upon increasing the concentration of the additive, they could force the complexation of the
photogenerated chlorine radical and achieve higher levels of
selectivity.
More recently, Nocera and colleagues managed to go
towards the opposite direction and shift the selectivity away
from more thermodynamically accessible tertiary positions by
capitalizing on steric hindrance (Scheme 27D).[114] In detail, they
demonstrated that Cl , photoeliminated from an FeIII chloride
pyridinediimine (PDI) complex via LMCT, can be confined by the
secondary coordination sphere of the metal complex itself. This
interaction creates a bulky Cl j arene complex that possesses a
considerable steric hindrance compared to the free chlorine
atom. This enabled the photochemical C(sp3) H chlorination
and bromination that were more selective for sterically
accessible primary and secondary C H bonds, overriding
thermodynamic preference for weaker tertiary C H bonds.
Interestingly, the authors found that the addition of benzene to
the reaction mixture led to a loosening of the Cl j arene
complex, which resulted in a restoration of functionalization on
the tertiary position.
*

*

*

*

7. Conclusions
In conclusion, in this minireview, we have presented recent
examples of synthetic applications of photocatalyzed halogen
radical-mediated HAT. Three main mechanisms have been
proposed in the literature: light-triggered inner-sphere singleelectron transfer (also known as LMCT, Section 1), photoredox
catalyzed outer-sphere single-electron transfer (Section 2) and
energy transfer (Section 3).
The first mechanism relies on a first complexation step
between the halide anion and a metal center, followed by the
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Scheme 27. A) Examples of regioselectivity issues caused by the highly aggressive chlorine radical, a mighty yet unselective hydrogen atom abstractor; B)
Barriault’s hydroalkylation of electron-poor olefins enabled by the generation of chlorine radicals via photoredox catalysis: the role of solvent on
regioselectivity; C) Walsh’s and Schelter’s amination of light alkanes based on the catalytic generation of chlorine radicals via LMCT-triggered homolysis of a
CeIV Cl bond: the role of additives on regioselectivity; D) Nocera’s seminal report showing how catalyst engineering can enforce steric control over chlorineradical-mediated C H activation. a data taken from refs. [59,67,87] b from ref. [85] c from ref. [77] d from ref. [114]

electron transfer step. This approach has been used with several
metals such as Ni, Cu, Fe, Ce, Ti and the details of the
mechanism can vary based on the metal center (see above). On
the one hand, Ni stands out because of its unique mode of
action (oxidative addition, reductive elimination), allowing to
forge a wide array of C(sp3) C(sp2) bonds. On the other hand, it
often requires the H-donor to be used as the (co)solvent.
Conversely, C(sp3) C(sp3) bond formation can be conveniently
achieved via radical hydroalkylation mediated by Fe, Ce, Cu or
Ti.
As for the second mechanism, strongly oxidizing photocatalysts are required for the oxidation of chloride, while
bromide is much more thermodynamically accessible (Table 1).
However, this has a trade-off: bromine radical is not suitable for
the activation of strong C H bonds (> 90 kcal mol 1), while
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chlorine radical behaves as a mighty (yet unselective) hydrogen
abstractor.
Finally, energy transfer holds great potential for the synthesis of C(sp3) C(sp2) bonds and mainly relies on dual catalytic
strategies based on Ni.
Despite the fact that free halogen atom-mediated HAT is
often regarded as an uncontrollable process with little synthetic
value, it has been shown herein that the photocatalytic
generation of these highly aggressive fleeting intermediates
can be considered a game-changer. Moreover, Scheme 27
exemplifies how selectivity can be tuned, at least to some
extent, by carefully adjusting reaction conditions: coordinating
solvents, reaction additives and catalyst engineering proved to
be valuable strategies in this regard. More efforts are expected
in this direction in the next future.
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Finally, it can be interesting to compare halogen radicals
with their S-, N- and O-based congeners, at least from a
qualitative point of view. In the first instance, these are all
electrophilic hydrogen abstractors, which makes them selective
for the abstraction of hydridic C H bonds to yield nucleophilic
alkyl radicals. Conversely, (ligated) B-centered radicals[33] are
nucleophilic in nature and can be used for the generation of
electrophilic alkyl radicals.[32] RS and Br are weak abstractors
and the site-selectivity observed in these cases is also
influenced by Bond Dissociation Energies: the S H (e. g., for
thioglycolate)[120] and Br H bonds are relatively weak (~
88 kcal mol 1), offering an insufficient driving force for the
activation of strong aliphatic C(sp3) H bonds. This issue can be,
at least in principle, addressed with O-, N- centered radicals and
Cl , known to be much stronger abstractors. It is extremely
important to stress, however, that predicting site-selectivity in
HAT is a challenging task as many factors must be taken into
account.
We hope this review may bolster renewed interest from the
synthetic community in the described manifold as well as
stimulate mechanistic studies to better understand and finally
tame these reactive intermediates.[121]
*

*

*
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Photocatalysis is a method of choice
for the generation of reactive intermediates under mild conditions. This
Review collects the recent examples
exploiting this manifold to generate
highly aggressive halogen radicals to

activate C(sp3) H bonds via Hydrogen
Atom Transfer (HAT) for synthetic
purposes. Available strategies to
influence site-selectivity of the
hydrogen atom transfer step have
also been discussed.
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